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with Timon and Pumbaa:

On the Go!On the Go!

Safety Smart® is an initiative aimed at improving the

awareness and understanding of children ages 4-14

in safety and in managing themselves and their

surroundings as safely as possible—by conscious

action, not change. Toward that end, UL produces

multimedia public service announcements; arranges

for Safety Smart Ambassador visits for children to

learn from professional safety experts; hosts field

trips to its laboratories, where students see safety

engineers at work and participate in their own

hands-on safety experiments; regularly advocates on

emerging safety issues, especially regarding products

that may pose a risk to consumers; and supports the

development of its youth safety education programs.

Through its efforts, Safety Smart cultivates awareness,

provides opportunities for children to learn and

practice safe, healthy, and environmentally friendly

behaviors, and helps children learn to make more

informed choices today and in the future.

Do your part! Be Safety Smart®!

OVERVIEW
Students ages 4 through 8 join Timon and Pumbaa as they learn about the
four Safety Smart points of safe travel: slow down, pay attention, use proper
equipment, and don’t distract. While exploring many modes of
transportation—including bus, car, motor scooter, bike, personal watercraft,
plane, boat, train, and foot—students will learn how to apply the four 
Safety Smart points of travel to everyday transportation, regardless of 
their global location.

The classroom activities and worksheets in this Educator’s Guide are based
on lessons from the program. There are games, activities, worksheets, and
even take-home pages for students to do with their families. 

Many of these activities have been translated into the additional languages
included on the DVD. To access these translated activities:

1. Insert the DVD into your computer’s DVD-ROM drive.

2. Macintosh users, double-click the DVD icon on your desktop.

3. PC users, right-click on the DVD icon and select Open.

4. Open the ROM folder.

5. Click on the Index.html file.

Activities are translated into:

E D U C A T O R ’ S  G U I D E

Arabic Hungarian Romanian
Bulgarian Italian Russian
Czech Japanese Spanish (Castilian)
Danish Kannada Spanish (Latin American)
Dutch Korean Swedish
English Mandarin (China/PRC) Tamil
Finnish Mandarin (Taiwan) Telugu
French Marathi Turkish
German Norwegian Ukrainian
Greek Polish Vietnamese
Hebrew Portuguese (Brazil)
Hindi Portuguese (Portugal)



Objectives
Students will be introduced to the following transportation safety information on the DVD:

• To stay Safety Smart® while using any mode of transportation, students can follow the four Safety Smart points: take
their time and slow down, pay attention to the environment around them, use proper safety equipment, and don’t
distract drivers, attendants, or other individuals they themselves may meet along the way.  “Don’t distract” also helps
students remember not to distract themselves by texting while walking, talking on the phone while riding a bicycle, etc.

The activities in this Educator’s Guidewill help students:

• Recall the four safety points and explain how to apply each point to a variety of methods of transportation.

• Identify safe behavior when traveling by foot or vehicle. Provide examples of proper safety equipment such as seat belts,
life jackets, helmets, padding, and reflective clothing.

• Transfer safety knowledge to their own surroundings.

• Recall and elaborate on transportation safety vocabulary.

• Demonstrate an ability to understand travel schedules.

• Solve problems about time and money in order to compare modes of transportation.

• Recall the Safety Smart® On the Go song and add movement to music.

• Demonstrate an understanding of safety principles through dramatic play. 

• Use creative media to make artwork that illustrates safe transportation principles.

*ONLY HAVE ONE CLASS PERIOD AVAILABLE? OR LOOKING TO INTEGRATE THE FOUR SAFETY POINTS INTO OTHER
SUBJECT AREAS? TURN TO PAGE 10 OF THIS GUIDE FOR A SUGGESTED QUICK-START GUIDE.
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Research suggests that music improves learning because it serves as a mnemonic device, a tool that helps students remember
information. Thus, a song’s rhythm and melody provide the structural support for taking in, storing, and then retrieving new
information. In one study, elementary students’ test scores and participation improved when they were presented factual
information set to familiar melodies. In another study, researchers found that if music is accompanied by visuals, recall is
improved further.

Because familiar songs, such as the alphabet song, can be used as memory tools for young children, you might have students
sing the song from the program several times, perhaps revisiting it each week so that the melody and lyrics become familiar. And
because visuals enhance learning, you might use repeated viewings of the final song and dance scene to enhance students’
learning of the transportation safety concepts from the program.

For further reading:

Ashcraft, M. H. (2006). Learning and Remembering. In J. Mosher, & M. Richardson (Eds.), Cognition (pp.211-257). New Jersey:
Pearson Prentice Hall.

Calvert, S. L. (2001). Impact of televised songs on children’s and young adults’ memory of educational content. Media Psychology,
3, 325-342.

Campabello, N., De Carlo, M. J., O’Neil, J., & Vacek, M. J. (2002). Music enhances learning. Retrieved September 29, 2010 from ERIC
database.

Rainey, D. W., & Larsen, D. (2002). The effects of familiar melodies on initial learning and long-term memory for unconnected text.
Music Perception, 20(2), 173-186.

Wallace, W. T. (1994). Memory for music: Effect of melody on recall of text. Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning,
Memory, and Cognition, 20, 1471-1485.

Wolfe, D. E. & Hom, C. (1993). Use of melodies as structural prompts for learning and retention of sequential verbal information by
preschool students. Journal of Music Therapy, 30(2), 100-118.

Fun Activity Pages
13 activity pages are available, including the lyrics for the sing-along song from the video.

Take-Home Activities
Inspire your students to be ambassadors of transportation safety and encourage them to share what they’ve learned
at home! Make copies of the Safety Smart® Checklist, the Transportation Safety Poll, and any other worksheets
your students may enjoy working on with their families.
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Academic STANDARDS ADDRESSED 

DVD or Activity Subject Standards Addressed

DVD Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

1. Transportation 
Safety Tips

Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

2. Is It Safety Smart®?
Health

Language Arts

[McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

[Common Core] Writing 1.Write opinion pieces (Grades K-4)

[Common Core] Writing 2.Write informative/explanatory texts (Grades K-4)

3. Safety Equipment Check Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

4. On a Motorcycle Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

5. Safety Match Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

6. What’s the Point?
Health

Visual Arts

[McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

[McREL] 1. Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes related to the visual arts

7. Safety Smart® Checklist Health [McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

8. Safety Around the World
Health

Language Arts

[McREL] 5. Knows essential concepts and practices concerning injury prevention and safety

[Common Core] Reading for Informational Text 5. Know and use various text features to locate key facts or
information in a text (Grades K-3) 

9. Word Wall Language Arts
[Common Core] Language 6. Use words and phrases acquired through conversations, reading and being
read to, and responding to texts (Grades K-2) 

[Common Core] Writing 7. Participate in shared research and writing projects (Grades K-2)

10. Which Way Will 
They Go?

Language Arts

Mathematics

[Common Core] Reading for Informational Text 5. Know and use various text features to locate key facts or
information in a text (Grades K-3) 

[Common Core] Reading for Informational Text 10. Read and comprehend informational texts (Grades K-4)

[Common Core] Add and subtract (Grades K-2)

[Common Core] Tell time; work with time (Grades 1-3)

11. Transportation 
Safety Poll

Mathematics [Common Core] Represent and interpret data (Grades 1-4)

12. Karaoke Conga! Music [McREL] 1. Sings, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music (Grades K-4)

13. Puppet Safety Theater
Theater

Language Arts

[McREL] 1. Demonstrates competence in writing scripts (Grades K-4)

[McREL] 2. Uses acting skills (Grades K-4)

[McREL] 4. Directs scenes and productions (Grades K-4)

[Common Core] Writing 3.Write narratives (Grades K-2)

14. Safety Coloring Page Visual Arts [McREL] 1. Understands and applies media, techniques, and processes related to the visual arts (Grades K-4)

15. Look at Us! Visual Arts [McREL] 3. Uses visual structures and functions of art to communicate ideas (Grades K-4)
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STORY SYNOPSIS
It’s the big day of the coronation, and the new king is going to be presented to the proud citizens of Pride Rock. Timon and
Pumbaa are very excited, but first they have to figure out how to get to the coronation! Despite their best efforts, they end
up taking a rather long and circuitous route to get to this highly anticipated event. Luckily for Timon, Pumbaa has brought
his Safety Smart compass. The compass helps the duo remember the four Safety Smart points (or “tips”) of safe travel: slow
down, pay attention, use proper equipment, and don’t distract. In order to get to the coronation on time, Timon and Pumbaa
will have to explore many modes of transportation, including bus, car, motor scooter, bike, personal watercraft, plane, boat,
train, and foot. Using these various modes of travel helps Pumbaa share his Safety Smart knowledge with his good buddy
Timon, and together they arrive safely to the big event (which happens to be taking place mere feet from their front door…).

PRE-VIEWING QUESTIONS:
1. How did you get to school today? Did you walk? Take a bus? Come in a car? Was there another way?

2. What does the word transportationmean? Look for different kinds of transportation in this movie.

3. Have you ever heard of the word pedestrian? What do you think it means? 

4. You arrived at school safely today. Can you think of things you did on the way to school that kept you safe? What were
those things?

POST-VIEWING QUESTIONS:
1. No matter how or where you travel, there are four important safety points you can use to stay safe while traveling. They
were the points on Pumbaa’s Safety Compass–can you name them? 

2. What types of transportation did you see?

3. When traveling, how could listening to music on your headphones cause a problem? 

4. Why is it important to slow down?

5. What is the proper equipment for riding a bike? A plane? A boat?

6. On the way home from school today, which of the Safety Smart points will you use? Why?

7. What are some things you should pay attention to when traveling by foot?

Suggested Classroom Activities

Transportation Safety Tips (pg. 11)

This is a quick multiple-choice review to help students further solidify the lessons they learned from the DVD. Make copies of
the worksheet Transportation Safety Tips and then distribute to the class. You can work on the activity together as a class,
you can separate the students into small groups, or you can have the students complete the review individually.

The answers to this review are located on page 27.

Is It Safety Smart®? (pg. 12)

This is another quick activity to find out how much students remember from the DVD. Make copies of the worksheet Is It
Safety Smart®? While handing them out, remind students that this is an individual activity—they will complete it silently
and then will discuss answers as a class. Students should look at each picture and circle “Yes” or “No” in answer to the
question. If students are capable, there are spaces for them to write an explanation under each picture, describing in words
what the picture shows. While discussing the answers, students could exchange papers to check each other’s work as you
discuss the answers. Personalize this lesson by encouraging students to offer specific examples of times they have witnessed
the behavior (or similar behavior) shown in each picture.

The answers to this review are located on page 28.
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Safety Equipment Check (pg. 13)

The Safety Equipment Checkworksheet allows students to identify proper safety equipment and recall and add
appropriate safety equipment to the artwork. To extend the activity, students could use the other side of the worksheet to
draw a picture of themselves using proper travel safety equipment. Alternatively, students could draw pictures of people
not using proper travel safety equipment (e.g., a person riding a bicycle while talking on the phone and not wearing a
helmet or protective padding). For a group activity, 3-5 students could select a mode of transportation and create a
colorful collage of the appropriate safety equipment by using photos found in magazines, newspapers, and on the
computer. Once students have their pictures, they can assemble the images and paste them on cardboard to make a
Safety Equipment poster. They could also use index cards to create their specific Safety Equipment Checks for each mode
of transportation.

The answers to this review are located on page 29.

On a Motorcycle (pg. 14)

In many countries, a motorcycle or motor scooter is the easiest and most popular way to travel. As a class (or individually),
look closely at the photos of the travelers on the motorcycles. Have students brainstorm ways in which they could make
the trip on the motorcycles more Safety Smart!

The answers to this review are located on page 30.

Safety Match (pg. 15)

The Safety Match game is another great way to reinforce the lessons from the DVD. As a class (or individually), match each
mode of transportation with its corresponding safety behavior.

The answers to this review are located on page 27.

What’s the Point? (pg. 16)

Copy the Safety Compass and complete it according to instructions. Be sure to use heavy paper or card stock for the
compass. Now you can enjoy a role-playing game in which students take turns playing Timon and Pumbaa. Choose one
student to be the Spinner.  Then choose two students—one who wants to be Timon and one who wants to be Pumbaa. 

The Spinner spins the Compass and reads aloud the Safety Point on which it lands. The two players get together and have
a minute or two to decide how they will “act out” the proper safety point as Timon and Pumbaa would. Ring a bell or
somehow signal their “planning” minute is up. Then have the pair act out a scene showing proper travel safety behavior as
if they were Timon and Pumbaa (e.g., slowing down, wearing a life jacket on a boat, not distracting drivers, not crossing the
street while talking on the phone, etc.). 

Safety Smart® Checklist (pg. 17)

Each student can take home a Safety Smart® Checklist to work on with his or her family. When a child successfully follows
a safety rule, the child initials the rule. A parent or caregiver must confirm this by putting his or her initials in the box. When
all items are initialed, the child returns the Safety Smart® Checklist to the teacher and receives a copy of the Safety Smart®
Certificate located on page 18.

Safety Around the World (pgs. 19, 20, 31)

Turn to page 31 and review the symbols and their meanings with your students. Then print and cut out the World Safety
Symbols. Make one set of World Safety Symbols for each player. Make one set of World Safety Words for the caller. Put
the caller’s set in a hat or box. 

Next, have each player arrange his or her symbols on a table or desk, face up, in a 4 x 4 grid. Players can put the signs in any
order, and the order should be different from student to student. 
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The caller randomly selects a safety word from the box and calls it out to the players.

Every player turns over the sign called.

Play continues until a player has turned over a complete row – horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. The first player to turn over a
row shouts, “I’m safe!” and is declared the winner.

Word Wall 
Option 1: Build a Safety Word Wall

Use index cards and markers to construct a classroom Safety Word Wall! Brainstorm a list of words and phrases related to
transportation safety. Write these on index cards and post them on the word wall. Here are some to get you started: seat belt,
helmet, passenger, driver, sign, traffic signal, slow down, pay attention, use proper equipment, don’t distract. You could encourage
students to bring in photos from magazines and newspapers to go with some of the words. 

Option 2: I Can Make It with Two

Players commit to a number of words on the wall. They must then
make a sentence using the number of words they have committed
to. For example:

Player 1: I can make it with two words. 

Player 2: Which two words?

Player 1: Crosswalk, pedestrian. The pedestrian crossed at the
crosswalk. 

Players score 5 points for each word used. The first player to reach
100 points wins.

Option 3: Guess My Word

Players take turns choosing a word and giving the other player clues
to help guess the word. The clues may be given using pictures,
music, or words.

Which Way Will They Go? (pg. 21)

Hand out copies of the worksheet Which Way Will They Go? It gives train schedules for Timon and Pumbaa’s trip to see friends.
Complete the sheet as a class or individually. Discuss students’ answers: Which way is quicker? Which way costs more? Which way
do you think they should go? Why? 

The answers to this review are located on page 29.

Transportation Safety Poll: (pg. 22)

This activity is a great way to introduce data collection to your students. Show your students the safety poll data collection sheet
located in this guide. If students are not experienced at collecting data, show them 3-4 examples of how to record data on the
worksheet. Then explain that they must ask at least six family members and/or friends the following questions:

1. Do you wear a seat belt in the car?

2. Do you slow down before you cross the street on foot or on a bicycle, and/or before you get on a train or a bus?

3. Do you look both ways and stop talking on your phone when you cross the street?

4. Do you make sure you don’t distract drivers when you ride in a car or on a bus?

Have them complete the organizer and bring their data to the next class. Explore their data as a class, with these questions:
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1. What did you notice in your results?

2. With which form of transportation were the people you polled the safest?

3. With which form of transportation were the people you polled the least safe?

4. How can you help everyone be Safety Smart®?

Karaoke Conga! (pg. 23)

Make copies of the Sing-Along lyric sheet on page 23, and then hand the sheets out to the students. Next, listen to Timon
and Pumbaa’s Safety Smart® On the Go song on the DVD. Have kids sing along with Timon and Pumbaa. As they get more
comfortable with the words, try out the karaoke track. You may wish to divide students into groups and encourage dance
steps or miming along with the lyrics. You may even have a class “conga line” as everyone joins in!

Because familiar songs, such as the alphabet song, can be used as memory tools for young children, you might have
students sing the song from the program several times, perhaps revisiting it each week so that the melody and lyrics
become familiar. And because visuals enhance learning, you might use repeated viewings of the final song and dance scene
to enhance students’ learning of the transportation safety concepts from the program.

Puppet Safety Theater (pgs. 24, 25)

Pair up students and give each duo a copy of the Timon and Pumbaa Puppets, along with scissors, tape, and two pencils or
ice cream sticks. Help students follow the instructions to make the puppets. Watch the program again and tell students to pay
special attention to the things Pumbaa says and how Timon reacts. Ask them to be thinking of how they could imitate Timon
and Pumbaa! Assign students to create and perform a short dialog that presents an idea they learned from the program.

Here are a few situations to get them started:

Example 1:
Timon and Pumbaa are in Pride Rock, Africa and they are headed to Paris, France for a one week
vacation. How should they get there? (Optional: have a world map ready for students to reference.)

Example 2:
Timon: Pumbaa, I need to walk home! Quick, tell me everything you know about pedestrian safety.
(Substitute bike safety, train/plane safety)

Example 3:
Pumbaa: I see lots of distractions on this bus/train/boat/plane/motorcycle/street.

Safety Coloring Page (pg. 26)

For the youngest students, few learning tools are as effective as coloring. They can use crayons on the Safety Coloring Page,
and you can help them write behaviors that are Safety Smart®.

The answers to this review are located on page 29.

Look at Us! 
A picture is worth 1,000 words! Group students and give each team a classroom camera. Have each group choose a different
Safety Smart® behavior to illustrate with a photo. Print and post the pictures on a board. Have students caption the photos
with the safety rules. In the absence of classroom cameras, students may draw and caption their own illustrations. 

To extend the activity, take the class on a “road” show – have them visit other classrooms so they can share their photos and
their Safety Smart® behaviors with other students.

Answer Pages (pgs. 27-31)
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Resources

Books
Baer, Edith. This Is the Way We Go to School: A Book About Children Around the World. Scholastic, 1992. 
Ages 4-8. This book illustrates some of the many ways we go to school: by ferry in New York, by trolley in San Francisco, and by
gondola in Italy.

Balkwill, Richard. The Best Book of Trains. Kingfisher, 2008.
Ages 5-8. From the Best Book Series. This book looks at a variety of aspects of trains: history, the hows and the whys.

Big Book of Things That Go. DK Children, 1994.
Ages 5-8. Like other DK books, there are many illustrations and interesting text. Kids are encouraged to think about the uses of
all these machines. Series also includes airplanes, cars, trucks, and trains.

Haduch, Bill and Murphy, Chris. Go Fly a Bike! The Ultimate Book of Bicycle Fun, Freedom, and Science. Dutton Juvenile, 2004.
Ages 8 and up. This book explains everything you need to know about bike transportation, in a humorous way.

Mattern, Joanne. Staying Safe in the Car.Weekly Reader Early Learning, 2007.
Ages 5 and up. This is just one book in a safety series involving different forms of transportation.

Signs In Our World. DK Publishing, 2006.
Ages 4-6. Young children often delight in reading road signs. Here’s a chance to learn safety signs.

Internet
DLTK Crafts
http://www.dltk-kids.com/crafts/transportation/index.html
The site features transportation games, activity pages, and stories. It contains a treasure trove of things to do.

PBS
http://pbskids.org/barney/children/games/transportgame_2.html#
Barney, the purple dinosaur, hosts games, songs, puzzles and more for kids.

KidsHealth
http://kidshealth.org/kid/watch/out/car_safety.html
Staying safe in cars and on buses.

ThinkQuest
http://library.thinkquest.org/3785/ 
A project on aviation.

UL Safety Smart®
http://ulsafetysmart.com
UL developed the Safety Smart® educational program to raise children’s awareness and understanding of safety. The website
provides free K-8 classroom and take home activities to download or print, as well as links to global safety information, games,
online activities, and safety news.

The website links are included for reference or informational purposes only. The content, views, and opinions set forth on those
sites are those of the website providers, and do not represent the views and opinions of Disney Educational Productions, Inc.,
The Walt Disney Company, or any of their respective affiliates and employees.
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SUGGESTED QUICK-START GUIDE
The classroom activities in this Educator’s guide are designed to reinforce and extend the transportation safety learning found
in the program. Beyond targeting the safety points in the program, many activities incorporate other curriculum areas. The list
of activities on page 4 provides a directory of all the activities in the guide, the subject areas addressed, and correlated
academic standards. Depending on how much time you are able to devote, you may wish to do all—or only a few—of the
activities.

If you have one class period…

• Do activities #2, Is It Safety Smart®? and #3, Safety Equipment Check

• Assign #7, the Safety Smart® Checklist, as homework

If you have two class periods…

• Add #6, What’s the Point?, and/or #1, Transportation Safety Tips

• Do #13, the Puppet Safety Theater

If you would like to integrate the safety points into other subject areas…

• Create the Word Wall described in activity #9, and/or #10, Which Way Will They Go? in language classes

• Do #10, Which Way Will They Go? And #11, the Transportation Safety Poll, as part of mathematics instruction

• Use #12, the Karaoke Conga!, #13, the Puppet Safety Theater, and #15, Look At Us!, to bring safety and the arts together



Name: ______________________________________________________
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Timon and Pumbaa’s 
Transportation Safety Tips

Timon and Pumbaa learned how to be safe with different types of transportation.  Circle the best answers.

1. A helmet is proper equipment when you are on:

a. a bicycle. c. a skateboard.

b. a motor scooter. d. all of the above.

2. You can practice slowing down when taking the train by:

a.waiting for others to get off of the train before you get on. c. holding on to the safety strap.

b. standing away from the platform’s edge. d. all of the above.

3. You can practice paying attention on an airplane by:

a.wearing your headphones. c. listening to the captain or flight attendant.

b. reading a magazine. d. all of the above.

4. The driver of a car can be distracted by:

a. passengers yelling or arguing in the car. c. passengers throwing things in the car.

b. passengers moving around in the car. d. all of the above.

5. A life jacket is proper equipment on:

a. a train. c. a skateboard.

b. a boat. d. all of the above.

6. You should cross the street with an adult or a crossing guard because:

a. an adult can hold your hand and help you cross safely.

b. adults are bigger and easier to see than children.

c. crossing guards can make cars stop by signaling drivers.

d. all of the above.



Name: ______________________________________________________
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Safety Smart®? YES             NO Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Is it Safety Smart®?

What is happening in each picture? Circle “Yes” if the picture is Safety Smart®, or circle “No” if the picture is not Safety
Smart®. Then use the lines to write a sentence about what is happening in each picture. 

Safety Smart®? YES             NO Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Safety Smart®? YES             NOSafety Smart®? YES             NO



Name: ______________________________________________________
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Safety Equipment Check

How are these characters being Safety Smart®? Describe how the safety equipment is being used in each picture.

Timon is on a bike without his safety equipment. Draw the proper safety equipment on him.



Name: ______________________________________________________
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On A Motorcycle

Look carefully at these pictures. Write how these motorcycle riders could make themselves and their passengers
Safety Smart®.

Photos courtesy of Nancy Casolaro



Name: ______________________________________________________
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Safety Match

Draw a line from each mode of transportation to its corresponding safety behavior. Some safety behaviors may be
used with more than one mode of transportation.

On Foot (Pedestrian) Wear protective padding

Bicycle Wear a life jacket

Motorcycle or Scooter Stand away from the platform’s edge

Car Pay attention to posted rules

Bus Hold on to a safety rail if you can’t find a seat

Train Wear a helmet

Plane Look both ways before crossing the street

Theme Park Ride Pay attention to safety announcements

Watercraft Wear a seat belt
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Safety Compass

Print out this page, ideally on card stock. Cut out the compass and the needle. Poke a brad through the yellow circles
to connect the needle to the compass. 



Name: ______________________________________________________
with Timon and Pumbaa:

On the Go!On the Go!
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Student
Initials

Adult
Initials

Car:

I buckled my seat belt.

I did not distract the driver.

Foot:

I crossed in the crosswalk.

I looked both ways before crossing.

Bike:

I wore a helmet.

Train or bus:

I let others get off before I got on.

Name the FOUR important safety points.

Timon and Pumbaa’s 
Safety Smart® Checklist

What have you learned about being Safety Smart® when you travel? 
In the first column, sign your initials next to each Safety Smart travel behavior that 
you have completed. Then have an adult sign their initials in the second column.

Complete this checklist to get your certificate!

Take-Home Activity 
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Safety Around the World
World Safety Symbols   

Graphics courtesy of the International Organization for Standardization
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Safety Around the World
World Safety Words   

Wear a life jacket Emergency telephone Don’t walk

Warning Car parking Slippery surface

Exit No diving
No jumping 
into the water

Emergency exit No swimming Information
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Which Way Will They Go?  

Train Schedule

Time Cost

Pride Rock 11:00

Fauna Lake 14:00 6 coins

Hope Tree 17:00 3 coins

Triple Top Forest 21:00 6 coins

Generosity Pond 22:30 2 coins

Plane Schedule

Time Cost

Pride Rock 11:00

Fauna Lake 12:00 18 coins

Hope Tree 12:30 9 coins

Triple Top Forest 13:30 18 coins

Generosity Pond 15:00 6 coins

Look at the schedules to answer the questions. The first one is done for you.

Timon and Pumbaa are at home in Pride Rock. They want to travel to see a friend who is at Hope Tree today. 
If they leave Pride Rock at 11:00, what time will they get to Hope Tree? 

By train: __________________    By plane: __________________

How many hours will it take?

By train: ____________________________    By plane: _________________________________________

How much will it cost? 

By train: ____________________________    By plane: _________________________________

Which way do you think they should choose? Why? ___________________________________________________

Timon and Pumbaa are at home in Pride Rock. They want to travel to see Nala, who is at Fauna Lake today. 
If they leave Pride Rock at 11:00, what time will they get to Fauna Lake? 

By train: __________________    By plane: __________________

How many hours will it take?       By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

How much will it cost?     By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

Which way do you think they should choose? Why? _________________________________________________

Timon and Pumbaa are at home in Pride Rock. They want to travel to see Simba, who is at Generosity Pond today. 
If they leave Pride Rock at 11:00, what time will they get to Generosity Pond? 

By train: __________________    By plane: __________________

How many hours will it take?       By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

How much will it cost?     By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

Which way do you think they should choose? Why? ___________________________________________________

17:00

17:00 – 11:00 = 6 hours

6 coins + 3 coins = 9 coins 18 coins + 9 coins = 27 coins

12:30 – 11:00 = 1 hour and 30 minutes

12:30
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Take-Home Activity: 

Transportation Safety Poll

Complete the data organizer by asking at least six family members or friends the four safety questions below:

yes no

Do you make sure
you don’t distract
drivers when you
ride in a car or 
on a bus?

10

9

8

7

6

5
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yes no

Do you wear a 
seat belt in 
the car?

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3
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yes no

Do you slow down
before you cross the
street on foot or on a
bicycle, and/or

before you get on a
train or a bus?

10

9

8

7

6
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yes no

Do you look both
ways and stop
talking on your
phone when you
cross the street?

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2
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Sing-Along with Timon and Pumbaa

SLOW DOWN,

PAY ATTENTION,

USE PROPER EQUIPMENT,

DON’T DISTRACT!

FOLLOW THESE POINTS THAT WE MENTION — YOU’RE
SAFETY SMART…AND THAT’S A FACT!

SLOW DOWN,

PAY ATTENTION,

USE PROPER EQUIPMENT,

DON’T DISTRACT!

IN A CAR

OR A BUS

OR LATEST INVENTION…

SAFETY SMART IS HOW YOU SHOULD ACT!

TAKING YOUR TIME IS SWEET!

LOOK BEFORE CROSSING THE STREET!

PUT ON A HELMET!

AND WEAR A LIFE VEST

GIVE THAT ANNOYING BEHAVIOR A REST!

SLOW DOWN, 

PAY ATTENTION, 

USE PROPER EQUIPMENT, 

DON’T DISTRACT!

FOLLOW THESE POINTS THAT WE MENTION

YOU’LL GET WHERE YOU’RE GOING WITH FUR INTACT!

EVERYONE TAKE IT FROM ME

(AND ME!)

MIND EVERY SIGN THAT YOU SEE

(THAT’S RIGHT!)

YELLOW AND ORANGE LOOK GOOD ON YOU

FASTEN YOUR STRAP, AND ENJOY THE VIEW!

SLOW DOWN, 

PAY ATTENTION, 

USE PROPER EQUIPMENT, 

DON’T DISTRACT!

FOLLOW THESE POINTS THAT WE MENTION - YOU’RE
SAFETY SMART…REALLY SAFETY SMART…AND THAT’S A…

LOOK TWICE!

GIVE A LISTEN!

BUCKLE UP!

NO MISBEHAVING!

… BETTER BE SAFETY SMART FACT!

YEAH!
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Puppet Safety Theater

To make the Timon and Pumbaa puppets: 

1. Cut along the dotted lines.

2. Tape each figure to a popsicle stick, an unsharpened pencil, or a paint brush. 

3. Use your imagination and spread the Safety Smart® message!

© Disney
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Puppet Safety Theater
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Coloring Page

Color the picture. 
What rule on the Safety Smart® compass are Timon and Pumbaa following?

FPO
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Timon and Pumbaa’s 
Transportation Safety Tips Answer Key

1. A helmet is proper equipment when you are on:

d. all of the above.

2. You can practice slowing down when taking the train by:

a.waiting for others to get off of the train before you get on.

3. You can practice paying attention on an airplane by:

c. listening to the captain or flight attendant.

4. The driver of a car can be distracted by:

d. all of the above.

5. A life jacket is proper equipment on:

b. a boat.

6. You should cross the street with an adult or a crossing guard because:

d. all of the above.

Safety Match Answer Key

On foot (Pedestrian) ...............Look both ways before crossing the street

Bicycle...........................................Wear protective padding and/or wear a helmet

Motorcycle or Scooter...........Wear protective padding and/or wear a helmet

Car ..................................................Wear a seat belt

Bus..................................................Hold on to a safety rail if you can’t find a seat

Train...............................................Stand away from the platform’s edge and/or hold on to a safety rail if you can’t find a seat

Plane..............................................Pay attention to safety announcements and/or wear a seat belt

Theme Park Ride......................Pay attention to safety announcements and/or pay attention to posted rules

Watercraft ...................................Wear a life jacket
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Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Wear proper safety equipment.

Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Don't text while driving.

Is it Safety Smart®?
Answer Key

Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Don’t distract the driver.

Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Look both ways before crossing.

Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Cross the street at the crosswalk.

Safety Smart®? YES             NO

Cross the street with a crossing guard.
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Safety Equipment Check Answer Key

Life jacketsSeat belts, car seat

Which Way Will They Go? Answer Key
Timon and Pumbaa are at home in Pride Rock. They want to travel to see Nala, who is at Fauna Lake today. 

If they leave Pride Rock at 11:00, what time will they get to Fauna Lake? 

By train: __________________    By plane: __________________

How many hours will it take?       By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

How much will it cost?     By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

Which way do you think they should choose? Why? _________________________________________________

Timon and Pumbaa are at home in Pride Rock. They want to travel to see Simba, who is at Generosity Pond today. 
If they leave Pride Rock at 11:00, what time will they get to Generosity Pond? 

By train: __________________    By plane: __________________

How many hours will it take?       By train: __________________________    By plane: _____________________

How much will it cost?     By train: _____________________    By plane: _____________________

Which way do you think they should choose? Why? ___________________________________________________

14:00

3 hours

6 coins 18 coins

1 hour

12:00

22:30

11 hours and 30 minutes

17 coins 51 coins

4 hours

15:00

Coloring Page Answer Key

What rule on the Safety Smart® compass are Timon and Pumbaa following?

Use proper equipment
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On A Motorcycle
Answer Key

The passenger needs a helmet and the driver and
passenger need closed-toe shoes. The driver could
become distracted if the passenger is pointing or
waving. It is also good for the driver to slow down
when carrying passengers.

The driver needs shoes and should not be barefoot.
He should also take fewer passengers. Too many
passengers can distract the driver. It is also good for
the driver to remember to slow down when
carrying an extra load.

All of the passengers should be wearing closed-toe
shoes and securely fastened helmets. Carrying too
many passengers could distract the driver. The
driver and the passengers should pay attention to
their surroundings, especially because other drivers
might be carrying oversized loads. It is also good
for the driver to remember to slow down when
carrying passengers.
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Safety Around the World
Answer Key

Wear a life jacket Emergency telephone Don’t walk

Warning Car parking Slippery surface

Exit No diving No jumping into the water

Emergency exit No swimming Information
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